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Abstract
We explore the notion of information state in relation to dialogue
systems, and in particular to the part of a dialogue system we call
the dialogue move engine. We use a framework for experimenting with information states and dialogue move engines, which
is being implemented in the form of TRINDIKIT [14], a toolkit
for building dialogue move engines and dialogue systems. We
also show how an experimental dialogue system (GoDiS) currently being developed in Goteborg within the framework can
be provided with rules to handle accommodation of questions
and plans in dialogue.
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1 Introduction
As we see it, there are currently two dominant approaches in dialogue modelling and dialogue systems design1. General planning and inference systems
represent one end of the complexity spectrum; at the other end we have simple slot- lling or nite-state systems used in most practical dialogue system
applications today. One of the ideas with the TRINDI architecture is to
make it possible to explore the rest of the spectrum. The idea is to avoid
the complexity problems that come with general reasoning and planning,
but still be able to display complex and natural behaviour.
We use the term information state to mean, roughly, the information
stored internally by an agent, in this case a dialogue system. A dialogue
move engine updates the information state on the basis of observed dialogue moves and selects appropriate moves to be performed. In this paper
we use a formal representation of dialogue information states that has been
developed in the TRINDI2 , SDS3 and INDI4 projects to explore the kind
of information updates that can be associated with dialogue moves and in
the implementation of dialogue systems. The information state approach
to dialogue management has been implemented in TrindiKit5 , a toolkit
for building and experimenting with information states, dialogue move engines, and dialogue systems. A speci c type of information state, based on
Ginzburg's notion of Questions Under Discussion (QUD) [6, 7, 8], has been
implemented in GoDiS, an experimental dialogue system for informationseeking dialogue.
The structure of this paper is as follows: First, we give a brief description
of the TrindiKit architecture. We discuss how rules formulated in terms of
conditions and operations on information states can be used to (1) update
information states based on observed dialogue moves and (2) select dialogue
moves based on the current information state. We then present a particular
notion of information state that we have been experimenting with, and give
an overview of GoDiS. We look at the role of accommodation in information
state transitions and point to examples of two kinds of accommodation:
accommodation of questions under discussion and of dialogue plan. We
also show how the implementation of these rules yields improved behaviour
in the experimental dialogue system. Finally, we outline our view on the
relation of our work to previous approaches to dialogue management.

2 The TrindiKit architecture
The aim of TrindiKit is to provide a framework for experimenting with
implementations of di erent theories of information state, information state
update and dialogue control. Key to the information state approach is
identifying the relevant aspects of information in dialogue, how they are
updated, and how updating processes are controlled. This simple view can
1 This

paper reports the state of our research in 1999-2000. Since then, much
has happened and the research reported here has been superseded e.g. by [16]. We
would like to thank Johan Boye, Joris Hulstijn and Ingrid Zukerman for helpful
comments and interesting discussions about earlier versions of this paper.
2 TRINDI (Task Oriented Instructional Dialogue), EC Project LE4-8314,

www.ling.gu.se/research/projects/trindi/

3 SDS

(Swedish Dialogue Systems), NUTEK/HSFR Language Technology
Project F1472/1997, http://www.ida.liu.se/~nlplab/sds/
4 INDI (Information Exchange in Dialogue), Riksbankens Jubileumsfond 1997-0134.
5 http://www.ling.gu.se/research/projects/trindi/trindikit.html
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be used to compare a range of approaches and speci c theories of dialogue
management within the same framework.
The general architecture we are assuming is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1:

TrindiKit architecture

The components of the architecture are the
 the Total Information State (TIS), consisting of
{ the Information State proper (IS)
{ module interface variables
{ resource interfaces
 the Dialogue Move Engine, consisting of one or more DME modules
 additional (non-DME) modules, e.g. for getting input from the user,
interpreting this input, generating system utterances, and providing
output for the user.
 a control module, wiring together the other modules, either in sequence or through some asynchronous mechanism.
Any useful system is also likely to need
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 Interface variables for modules, which are designated parts of the TIS

where the modules are allowed to read and write according to their
associated TIS access restrictions.
 Resources such as databases, plan libraries etc. The resources are
accessible from the modules through the resource interfaces, which
de ne applicable conditions and (optionally) operations on the resource.
Apart from the general architecture shown in (2), the framework also
speci es formats for de ning update rules, selection rules and dialogue
moves (see section 2.2), and provides a set of tools for experimenting with
di erent information states, rules, and algorithms. Simple interpreters and
generators are also provided.

2.1 Building a system using the TrindiKit

To build a dialogue system using the TrindiKit toolkit, one needs to provide de nitions of rules, moves and update algorithms, as well as the structure of the information state. Of course, to do this one needs some theory of
dialogue. One aim in the design of the TrindiKit is that the formalisation
of such a theory should be as close as possible to the actual system as implemented in the TrindiKit, i.e. to isolate low-level implementation issues in
the TrindiKit implementation and allow a more high-level implementation
of speci c dialogue theories.
Although this is not dictated by the TrindiKit architecture, it is always
a good idea to keep domain-independent and domain-speci c components
separate. One way of achieving this is to build a generic6 system, and then
specify a number of domain-dependent resources to make particular speci c
instances of dialogue systems (see gure 2). For example, the implementer
may use TrindiKit to specify information state type, update rules, selection rules and other modules external to the dialogue move engine (control
module, interpreter, generator, input and output modules). The collection
of these modules that we have speci ed for GoDiS form such a generic dialogue system. In the case of GoDiS, in order to make a fully instantiated
system one in addition needs a lexicon, a database and domain knowledge.
The idea is that one should be able to substitute di erent instances of these
modules with the same update rules etc. and thus obtain di erent instances
of generic GoDiS.

2.2 Moves and rules

Traditionally, dialogue moves (or speech acts) are de ned using preconditions, e ects, and a decomposition [1]. From the perspective of implementing a dialogue move engine, we think it may be useful to think about what
a dialogue system (or any dialogue participant) actually needs to do (not
necessarily in a sequential order):
 interpret utterance from the user
 update the information state according to the move(s) (supposedly)
performed by the user
 select a move/moves to be performed by the system
6 That

is, generic at least given a certain kind of dialogue, e.g. informationseeking; of course one cannot require every system to handle any kind of dialogue.
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Figure 2: Building a system

 generate appropriate utterance to perform move(s)
 update the information state according to the move(s) performed by

the system
Instead of de ning the dialogue moves themselves in terms of preconditions and e ects, we de ne update rules (u-rules) and selection rules (srules) for updating the TIS based on the recognised move(s) and selecting
the next move(s), respectively.
The update rules are rules that update the information state, e.g. when
the user has input something to the system. The selection rules are rules
that both update the information state and selects a dialogue move to be
executed by the system. Both rule types have preconditions and e ects. The
preconditions are a list of conditions that must be true of the information
state. The e ects are a list of operations to be executed if the preconditions
are true. The preconditions must guarantee that the e ects can be executed.
Dialogue move de nitions consist of a name, a type (optional) and a list
of number and types of arguments (e.g., speaker, content, etc). Dialogue
moves are the output of analysis and input to generation. Also, they are
the objects selected by s-rules. U-rules may refer to them, and they may be
part of the information state.
We also use the term tacit move to refer to the act of applying an update
rule, i.e. the act of updating the TIS.

3 Question-based Information State
The question about what should be included in the information state is
central to any theory of dialogue management. The notion of information
state we are putting forward here is basically a version of the dialogue
game board which has been proposed by Ginzburg. We want to stress
that the choice of this type of information state is speci c to GoDiS; the
TrindiKititself does not specify a particular type of informations state,
rather it provides methods of specifying di erent types of information states.
Our general strategy has been to use as simple datastructures as possible
and make them successively more complicated as the need arises. This is
something that is possible given the kind of notational power and modularity
provided by TrindiKit. A change of data structures in successive versions
of the system does not involve a wholesale reimplementation of the system.
Also, the choice of datatypes should itself be seen as a research issue where
the appropriateness of di erent data-structures for modelling attitudes and
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discourse units is investigated and explored. This means that the current
choice of data-structures for GoDiS may be altered in future versions of the
system if there are good reason for it.
We represent information states of dialogue participants as records of
the type in Figure 3.
2
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Figure 3: GoDiS information state type
As any abstract datatype, this type of information state is associated
with various conditions and operations which can be used to check and
update the information state. For example, fst(shared.qud,Q) succeeds
if Q is uni able with the topmost element on the shared QUD stack, and
pop(shared.qud) will pop the topmost element o the stack.
The main division in the information state is between information which
is private to the agent and that which is shared between the dialogue participants. What we mean by shared information here is that which has been
established (i.e. grounded) during the conversation, akin to what Lewis in
[18] called the \conversational scoreboard".
The plan eld contains a dialogue plan, i.e. is a list of dialogue actions
that the agent wishes to carry out. The plan can be changed during the
course of the conversation. For example, if a travel agent discovers that his
customer wishes to get information about a ight he will adopt a plan to
ask her where she wants to go, when she wants to go, what price class she
wants and so on. The plan must be ordered, since some actions need to
be performed before others. However, a stack is not sucient since it does
not allow checking membership of non-topmost elements. (As is explained
in Section 5, answers which do not match a question on QUD are matched
against questions in the plan, which requires the membership check not
available for stacks.)
The agenda eld contains the short term goals or obligations that the
agent has, i.e. what the agent is going to do next. For example, if the
other dialogue participant raises a question, then the agent will normally
put an action on the agenda to respond to the question. This action may or
may not be in the agent's plan. For the agenda, order matters since recent
issues are assumed to be more salient and important than older issues. For
example, if one participant has an action on the agenda to ask a question
but the other participant asks another question, the action to answer the
latter question will be pushed on the agenda. Thus, the latter question will
be asked rst.
We have included a eld tmp that mirrors the shared elds. This eld
keeps track of shared information that has not yet been grounded, i.e. conrmed as having been understood by the other dialogue participant7. In
7 In

discussing grounding we will assume that there is just one other dialogue
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this way it is easy to delete information which the agent has \optimistically" assumed to have become shared if it should turn out that the other
dialogue participant does not understand or accept it. If the agent pursues
a cautious rather than an optimistic strategy then information will at rst
only be placed on tmp until it has been acknowledged by the other dialogue
participant whereupon it can be moved from tmp to the appropriate shared
eld.
The shared eld is divided into three sub elds. One sub eld is a set
of propositions which the agent assumes for the sake of the conversation.
Sets were chosen since no order is imposed on the beliefs, but membership
checking is needed.
The second sub eld is for a stack of questions under discussion (qud).
These are questions that have been raised and are currently under discussion in the dialogue. The stack structure is meant to re ect the fact that
dialogues can be nested; a question q1 can be met by a counter-question q2 ,
and only (the story goes) when q2 has been answered can q1 be answered.8
Actually, there are two rather di erent notions of QUD at issue here9 :
as a structure to be used in dialogue management on the one hand, and
as a semantic structure (used e.g. for resolving ellipsis) on the other. We
are taking a simpli ed view of Ginzburg's idea so that it can be applied to
simple implemented systems, and in this sense we are interested in de ning QUD as a datastructure which will be used in dialogue management.
However, we think it would be a mistake to separate semantics on the one
hand from dialogue management on the other. A lot of what Ginzburg
is talking about in his semantic approach is a theoretical approach to aspects of dialogue management and that is a large part of the interest in it.
What we see as the main distinction between the QUD that we have used
and Ginzburg's original notion is that ours is a local QUD. It represents
the precise questions that are currently under discussion, i.e. that are so
to speak up front and have been explicitly introduced into the dialogue.
Ginzburg's original notion, as you say, was much more of a "global" QUD
representing questions that arise from what has been said. We suspect that
both notions of QUD will ultimately be necessary10, though perhaps our
plan does some of the work of a global QUD. For further discussion of QUD
in relation to local and global discourse structure, see [5] and [16].
The third eld contains information about the latest move (speaker,
move type and content).

4 GoDiS
In Goteborg, an experimental dialogue system called GoDiS (Gothenburg
Dialogue System) is being developed based on the framework described
above and using the type of information state described in Section 3.
It should be emphasised that this type of information state is speci c for
GoDiS, and is not part of the TrindiKit architecture. The toolkit Trindiparticipant.
8 Actually, this is a simpli cation of Ginzburg's theory where the QUD is a
partially ordered set. In the current implementation we do not rely on the fact
that the QUD is a stack rather than, say, a set, since there is never more than
one question on the QUD.
9 Thanks to Joris Hulstijn for pointing this out.
10 In fact, the system reported in [16] uses two separate structures for global and
local QUD.
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Kit speci es a general architecture and a format for update rules, selection
rules, information states and modules that can be interfaced with the dialogue move engine (control, interpreter, generator, input and output modules). This allows the implementer to specify a number of modules to make
a generic dialogue system that can be combined with di erent resources to
make particular speci c instances of dialogue systems. For example, the
implementer may use TrindiKit to specify information state type, update
rules, selection rules and processing modules external to the dialogue move
engine (control module, interpreter, generator, input and output modules).
The collection of modules that we have speci ed for GoDiS form a generic
dialogue system for information-seeking dialogue. In order to make a fully
instantiated system one in addition needs a lexicon, a database and domain
knowledge. The idea is that one should be able to substitute di erent instances of these modules with the same update rules etc and thus obtain
di erent instances of generic GoDiS. So far, GoDiS has been experimentally
adapted for the travel agency and autoroute domains, for handling menu
navigation in the Nokia 3210 mobile phone (both in Spanish and Swedish),
and as an interface to a handheld computer [10].

4.1 GoDiS architecture

The GoDiS architecture, seen in 4 is an instantiation of the general TrindiKit architecture. In addition to the control module, there are six modules

in GoDiS: input, interpret, generate, output, update and select. The
last two are DME modules, which means that they together make up the
DME in GoDiS. There are six module interface variables, three resources
and a record structure for the information state.

4.2 Interpretation, Generation, Semantics and database

In the current implementation, interpretation and generation are canned,
which means that the range of input and output strings is very restricted.
However, it is also possible to communicate using moves directly, e.g. by
typing ask(P^(price=P)) instead of 'What is the price?'.
The semantics (if it deserves the name) represents propositions as pairs
of features and values, e.g. (month=april), and questions are -abstracts
over propositions, e.g. x(month = x). A set of propositions and a query
together constitute a database query which is sent to the database once
the system has received sucient information to be able to answer the
question. A question and an answer can be reduced to a proposition using
-reduction. For example, the question x(month=x) and the answer april
yield the proposition [x(month = x)](april), i.e. (month = april).

4.3 Rules, moves and algorithms

In this section we describe some of the rules and algorithm de nitions we
use. The current algorithms are very simple and the behaviour of the system
is therefore mainly dependent on the de nitions of the update and selection
rules.

Update algorithm:

1. Are there any update rules whose preconditions are ful lled in the current
IS? If so, take the rst one and execute the updates speci ed in the e ects
of the rule. If not, stop.
2. Repeat.
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Selection algorithm:

1. Are there any selection rules whose preconditions are ful lled in the current
IS? If so, proceed to step 2. If not, stop.
2. Does the rule specify a dialogue move? If so, stop. If not, execute the
updates speci ed in the e ects of the rule.
3. Repeat

Control algorithm:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Call the interpreter
Call the update module
Call the selection module
Call the generator
Call the update module
Repeat

The update rules include rules for question and plan accommodation,
as well as rules for handling grounding and rules for integrating the latest
move with the DIS. The latter rules look di erent depending on whether the
user or the system itself was the agent of the move. As an illustration, in (1)
we see the update rule for integrating an \answer" move when performed
by the user, and in (2) the converse rule for the case when the latest move
was performed by the system11.
(1) u-rule:
( integrateLatestMove(answer(usr))
val( shared.lm, answer(usr,A))
fst( shared.qud, Q ),
pre:
answer to( Q; A )
(
eff:

pop(shared.qud)
reduce(Q; A; P )
add(shared.bel, P )

(2) u-rule: integrateLatestMove(answer(sys))
pre: 8
val(private.tmp.lm, answer(sys; Q; A))
>
< set(shared.lm, answer(sys; Q; A))
eff:

pop(shared.qud)
>
: reduce(Q; A; P )
add(shared.bel, P )

Here's a paraphrase of rule (1:) \If the latest move was a user answer
with content A , and the rst question on QUD is Q , and A is an answer
to Q, then pop Q o the QUD, perform beta-reduction on Q and A to yield
the resulting proposition P , and add P to the shared beliefs. For a more
concrete paraphrase, A could be paris, Q "X^(to=X)" and P = Q(A) =
to(paris). A shorter paraphrase is the following: if the user just answered
a question on QUD, pop the question o QUD and add the new fact to
shared beliefs.
The rule in (2) is the same, except for two things: since the system
knows which question it was answering, it is not necessary to check for
question-answer relevance; the system only answers questions which are
topmost on QUD. A second complicating factor is that the rule in (2) also
assumes that the system's move has not yet been grounded - it is stored in
private.tmp.lm rather than shared.lm.

11 Note that this de nition embodies an optimistic approach to grounding by
putting answer(sys; Q; A) in shared.lm, thereby assuming the systems utterance
was understood by the user. Also, the system optimistically assumes that the user
accepts the resulting proposition P by adding it to shared.bel.
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4.4 Dialogue plans

In our implementation, the domain resource includes, among other things,
a set of dialogue plans which contain information about what the system
should do in order to achieve its goals. Traditionally [2], it has been assumed
that general planners and plan recognizers should be used to produce cooperative behaviour from dialogue systems. On this account, the system
is assumed to have access to a library of domain plans, and by recognizing
the domain plan of the user, the system can produce cooperative behaviour
such as supplying information which the user might need to execute her
plan. Our approach is to directly represent ready-made plans for engaging
in cooperative dialogue and producing cooperative behaviour (such as answering questions) which indirectly re ect domain knowledge, but obviates
the need for dynamic plan construction.
Typically, the system has on the agenda an action to respond to a question. However, the move for answering the question cannot be selected since
the system does not yet have the necessary information to answer the question. The system then tries to nd a plan which will allow it to answer the
question, and this plan will typically be a list of actions to raise questions;
once these questions have been raised and the user has answered them, the
system can provide an answer to the initial question. This behaviour is similar to that of many natural language database interfaces, but the di erence
is that the architecture of our system allows us to improve the conversational behaviour of the system simply by adding some new rules, such as
the accommodation rules described below.

5 Accommodation
We de ne dialogue moves as updates to information states directly associated with utterances. If one takes a dialogue or information update perspective on Lewis' notion of accommodation, it corresponds to moves that
are tacit (i.e. not associated with an utterance). Tacit moves can be seen as
applications of update rules, which specify how the information state should
be updated given that certain preconditions hold. Tacit moves could also
be called \internal" or \inference" moves. The motivation for thinking in
terms of accommodation has to do with generality. We could associate expressions which introduce a presupposition as being ambiguous between a
presuppositional reading and a similar reading where what is the presupposition is part of what is asserted. For example, an utterance of \The king
of France is bald" can either be understood as an assertion of that sentence
and a presupposition that there is a king of France or as an assertion of the
sentence \There is a king of France and he is bald". However, if we assume
an additional tacit accommodation move before the integration of the information expressed by the utterance then we can say that the utterance
always has the same interpretation.
In a similar way we can simplify our dialogue move analysis by extending the use of tacit moves so that the updates to the information state
normally associated with a dialogue move are actually carried out by tacit
moves. One argument for doing this is that very few (if any) e ects of a
move are guaranteed as a consequence of performing the move; rather, the
actual resulting updates depend on reasoning by the addressed participant.
Thus, we de ne an update rule integrateLatestMove which, given that
the latest move was accepted by the system, performs the appropriate update operations. The updates for a move are di erent depending on whether
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it was the system or the user who made the move, but the same module is
used in both cases.

5.1 Accommodating a question onto QUD

Dialogue participants can address questions that have not been explicitly
raised in the dialogue. However, it is important that a question is available
to the agent who is to interpret it because the utterance may be elliptical.
Here is an example from a recorded dialogue12:
(3)

$J: vicken m
anad ska du 
aka

( what month do you want to go )
$P: ja:

typ den:

a:


tredje fj
arde april /

n
an g
ang d
ar

( well around 3rd 4th april / some time there )

$P: s
a billit som m
ojlit

( as cheap as possible )

The strategy we adopt for interpreting elliptical utterances is to think of
them as short answers (in the sense of Ginzburg [8]) to questions on QUD.
A suitable question here is What kind of price does P want for the ticket? .
This question is not under discussion at the point when P says \as cheap
as possible". But it can be gured out since J knows that this is a relevant
question. In fact it will be a question which J has as an action in his plan to
raise. On our analysis it is this fact which enables A to interpret the ellipsis.
He nds the matching question on his plan, accommodates by placing it on
QUD and then continues with the integration of the information expressed
by as cheap as possible as normal. Note that if such a question is not
available then the ellipsis cannot be interpreted as in the dialogue in (4).
(4) A. What time are you coming to pick up Maria?
B. Around 6 p.m. As cheap as possible.

This dialogue is incoherent if what is being discussed is when the child
Maria is going to be picked up from her friend's house (at least under
standard dialogue plans that we might have for such a conversation).

5.2 Accommodating the dialogue plan

After an initial exchange for establishing contact the rst thing that P says
to the travel agent in our dialogue is:
(5)

$P: flyg ti paris

< ights to Paris >

This is again an ellipsis which on our analysis has to be interpreted as
the answer to a question in order to have content. As no questions have been
raised yet in the dialogue (apart from whether the participants have each
12 We

will illustrate our discussion from a Swedish human-human dialogue
in the travel booking domain that has been collected by the University of
Lund as part of the SDS project. We quote the transcription done in
Goteborg as part of the same project. The full transcription is available from
http://www.ling.gu.se/SLSA/dialog.html.
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other's attention) the travel agent cannot nd the appropriate question on
his plan. Furthermore, as this is the rst indication of what the customer
wants, the travel agent cannot have a plan with detailed questions. We
assume that the travel agent has various plan types in his domain knowledge
determining what kind of conversations he is able to have. E.g. he is able
to book trips by various modes of travel, he is able to handle complaints,
book hotels, rental cars etc. What he needs to do is take the customer's
utterance and try to match it against questions in his plan types in his
domain knowledge. When he nds a suitable match he will accommodate
his plan, thereby providing a plan to ask relevant question for ights, e.g.
when to travel?, what date? etc. Once he has accommodated this plan
he can proceed as in the previous example. That is, he can accommodate
the QUD with the relevant question and proceed with the interpretation of
ellipsis in the normal fashion.
This example is interesting for a couple of reasons. It provides us with
an example of \recursive" accommodation. The QUD needs to be accommodated, but in order to do this the dialogue plan needs to be accommodated.
The other interesting aspect of this is that accommodating the dialogue
plan in this way actually serves to drive the dialogue forward. That is, the
mechanism by which the agent interprets this ellipsis, gives him a plan for
a substantial part of the rest of the dialogue. This is a way of capturing the
intuition that saying ights to Paris to a travel agent immediately makes a
number of questions become relevant.

5.3 Associating accommodation with tacit moves

Update rules can be used for other purposes than integrating the latest
move. For example, one can provide update rules which accommodate questions and plans. One possible formalization of the accommodate question
move is given in (6). When interpreting the latest utterance by the other
participant, the system makes the assumption that it was a reply move with
content A. This assumption requires accommodating some question Q such
that A is a relevant answer to Q. The check operator \answer-to( A; Q )" is
true if A is a relevant answer to Q given the current information state, according to some (possibly domain-dependent) de nition of question-answer
relevance13.
(6) u-rule:
( accommodateQuestion(Q;A)
val(shared.lm, answer(usr,A)),
in(private.plan, raise(Q))
pre:
answer-to(
A; Q )

del(private.plan, raise(Q))
eff:
push(shared.qud, Q)

6 Accommodation in a dialogue system
In this section we show an example of how the dialogue system described
above can handle accommodation of questions and plans. The example is
actual (typed) dialogues with the system, supplemented with information
13 The de

nition of relevance implemented in the current GoDiS is very simple;
basically, it encodes for each question a set of possible (\relevant") answers. For
example, any city name is a relevant answer to the question \Where do you want
to go?".

13
about dialogue moves, tacit moves, and (partial) illustrations of the systems
information state at di erent stages of the dialogue. The dialogue fragment
can be seen in Figure 5 and the resulting information state in Figure 6.
After interpreting the users utterance as an answer move with the
content [how=plane,to=paris], the system starts checking if there are
any u-rules which apply. Following the ordering of the rules given in the
list of rule de nitions, it rst checks if it can perform integrateLatestMove(answer(usr)). However, this rule requires that the content of the
answer must be relevant to the topmost question on QUD. Since the QUD
is empty, the rule does not apply. It then tries to apply the accommodateQuestion rule, but since the plan is empty this rule does not apply
either. However, accommodatePlan (7) does apply, since there is (in the
domain knowledge resource) a plan such that the latest move matches that
plan. More precisely, the latest move provides an answer to a question Q
such that raising Q is part of the plan.
(7) u-rule:
8 accommodatePlan

empty( private.plan )
>
>
>
< empty( shared.qud )
empty( private.agenda )
pre:
>
>
>
: val( shared.lm, LM )
 domain::matches plan( LM; Plan )
eff: set(private.plan, Plan)

Once this rule has been executed, the update algorithm starts from
the beginning of the rule list. This time, it turns out the preconditions of
accommodateQuestion hold, so the rule is applied. As a consequence of
this, the preconditions of integrateLatestMove(answer(usr)) now hold,
so that rule is applied. Actually, it turns out that the latest move is also
relevant to a second question (concerning the destination) in the plan, so
that question is also accommodated and its answer integrated. Since no
additional u-rules apply, the system proceeds to perform the next action on
the plan: asking where the user wants to travel from. At the end of the
dialogue fragment, the information state after the system has uttered this
question is shown.

7 Conclusion
We would argue that general inference and/or planning may not be the
ultimate solution for dialogue management because of complexity problems.
Simple slot- lling strategies are too simple, and we argue that dialogue plans
coupled with mechanisms for question and task accommodation operate on
a level of complexity which is just right for many kinds of dialogue. We do
not claim that the mechanisms we describe cannot be implemented in any
other architecture. Rather, we argue that the TRINDI approach provides
natural and intuitive means for implementing dialogue behaviours. As an
example, the mechanism of question accommodation in GoDiS only required
adding one or two simple, domain-independent update rules. For further
reading about TrindiKit and its relation to other approaches to dialogue
management, we refer to [17].
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$S: Welcome to the travel agency
$U: flights to paris.
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lm
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=
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hi
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hi

7
7
# 7
7
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5

:::

answer(usr,[how=plane,to=paris])

# accommodatePlan
# set(private.plan,[raise(A (how=A)),
raise(B (to=B)),
raise(C (return=C)),
raise(D (month=D)),
raise(E (priceclass=E)),
respond(F (price=F))])

^
^
^
^
^

^

# accommodateQuestion
# del(private.plan,raise(A (how=A)))
# push(shared.qud,A (how=A))

^

^

# integrateLatestMove(answer(usr))
# pop(shared.qud)
# add(shared.bel,how=plane)
# accommodateQuestion
# del(private.plan,raise(A (to=A)))
# push(shared.qud,A (to=A))

^

^

# integrateLatestMove(answer(usr))
# pop(shared.qud)
# add(shared.bel,to=paris)
# refillAgenda
# pop(private.plan)
# push(private.agenda,raise(A (return=A)))

^

private =
agenda = [raise(A (return=A))]
plan = [raise(A (month=A)),
raise(B (priceclass=B)),
respond(C (price=C))]
shared =
bel= [(to = paris)
(how = plane)]
lm = answer(usr,[how=plane,to=paris])

^
^

3

^

^

$S: From where do you want to go?

Figure 5: Sample GoDiS dialogue
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^

:::

f(to=paris),(how=plane)g
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^
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ask(sys,Y (from=Y))

Figure 6: Information state resulting from the exchange in Figure 5.

8 Current and future research
Lately, we have been experimenting with translating menu-driven interfaces
into dialogue systems by converting menu structures into dialogue plans.
This requires a more complex plan representation, with conditionals and
embedded subplans. While the dialogue plan presented in this paper is very
simple and very much like a slot-and- ller frame, the menu-derived plans go
beyond what can be done with frames as standardly conceived. We claim
that his supports our view that the dialogue plan approach is more general
than the frame- lling approach, while still not being too computationally
complex. GoDiS has also been modi ed to handle instructional dialogue
[15], where complex plans are also needed.
We are currently extending the GoDiS DME to handle negotiative dialogue, where e.g. several di erent solutions to a problem (answers to a
question) can be discussed and compared before one is settled on. By contrast, the current GoDiS can only discuss one object (e.g. ight) at a time.
This extension will also require abandoning the simple feature-value semantics currently used, and adopting a semantics similar to rst order logic.
In future work we hope to investigate in more detail the relation between the QUD-based approach to dialogue management, as implemented
in GoDiS, and other approaches, including plan-based approaches such as
[9], [12] and [19], strategies based on general reasoning such as [21] and [22],
frame-based approaches such as [3], and obligation-based dialogue management ([11]).
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